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Abstract

Mass spectrometry (MS) has emerged at the forefront of quantitative proteomic tech-

niques. Liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) can be used to determine

abundances of proteins and peptides in complex biological samples. Several methods

have been developed and adapted for accurate quantification based on chemical iso-

topic labeling. Among various chemical isotopic labeling techniques, isobaric tagging

approaches rely on the analysis of peptides from MS2-based quantification rather

than MS1-based quantification. In this review, we will provide an overview of sev-

eral isobaric tags along with some recent developments including complementary ion

tags, improvements in sensitive quantitation of analyteswith lower abundance, strate-

gies to increase multiplexing capabilities, and targeted analysis strategies. We will

also discuss limitations of isobaric tags and approaches to alleviate these restrictions

through bioinformatic tools and data acquisition methods. This review will highlight

several applications of isobaric tags, including biomarker discovery and validation,

thermal proteome profiling, cross-linking for structural investigations, single-cell anal-

ysis, top-down proteomics, along with applications to different molecules including

neuropeptides, glycans, metabolites, and lipids, while providing considerations and

evaluations to each application.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Mass spectrometry (MS) is a highly sensitive analytical tool that

can be used to determine abundance levels of proteins and pep-

tides in complex biological mixtures. Quantification results can be

used to understand different biological and pathological processes.

Quantitative proteomics combined with liquid chromatography-mass

spectrometry (LC-MS) has been a leading method to quantify proteins

and peptides. Existing proteome-wide quantification methods can be

classified into label-free proteomics and label-based proteomics [1–4].

Label-free proteomics does not involve any derivatization with

chemical isotopic labeling of a sample and requires each sample to be

separated in individual LC-MS or LC/LC-MS/MS runs [5, 6]. Relative

quantification of proteins is performed either by comparison of chro-

matographic peak areas of peptide peak or via spectral counting of

identified protein spectra [7]. Label-free quantification (LFQ) has been

found to be effective for high identification of proteins and peptides

based on advancements in data processing and acquisition strategies

such as delayed normalization, maximizing peptide ratio extraction,

utilization of programs like MaxQuant or OpenMS [8, 9]. LFQ does

inherently suffer from several limitations compared to chemical label-

ing methods due to variability in reproducibility between technical

replicate injections. Such variation can arise from differing sample

preparation between samples, variation in sample injection, and time

limitations due to running only one sample at a time, thus creating long

run times for larger quantities of samples. This may lead to sample

degradation, thus artifactually affecting quantitation results. It also is

prone to sample loss, ionization efficiency variation, and retention time

shifts between runs.

Chemical isotope labeling was first introduced through the isotope-

coded affinity tag (ICAT) strategy and expanded to other methods,

including stable isotope labeling by amino acids in cell culture (SILAC),

dimethyl labeling, 18O labeling, and neutron encoding (NeuCode)

SILAC [10–13]. These methods introduce small mass differences via

heavy isotopologues either at the protein or peptide level that can be

distinguished from one another at the MS1 precursor spectrum. Mul-

tiple samples can be simultaneously analyzed as respectively labeled

peptides can be resolved viaMS. Furthermore, pooling of samples prior

to LC-MS decreases sample variation across the workflow, signal vari-

ation, and overall analysis time [6, 14, 15]. To determine abundance

changes, ratios of peptide signal intensities are compared between

heavy/light peptide pairs with further protein statistical evaluation.

Chemical isotope labeling has limitations inmultiplexing capabilities as

the higher the number of labeled samples analyzed at the MS1 level;

spectral complexity increasesdue toeachanalyte contributingmultiple

peaks [16]. Different methods generally also require a minimum mass

shift of 4Da toprevent overlapof isotopic envelopes, thereby requiring

a tag with larger mass that could inherently reduce the overall identifi-

cation numbers or requiring a high-resolution mass spectrometer that

can distinguish small mass differences [17, 18].

MS2-based isobaric quantification overcomes some of the limita-

tions to the MS1-based quantification methods by labeling the same

peptides with isobaric tags. Instead of labeling via mass difference

methods such as SILAC and dimethyl labeling, isobaric tags are struc-

tures that have similar physical and chemical properties and identical

masses with different isotopic configurations in each channel to label

peptides from various samples. A standard design for an isobaric tag

consists of three elements: (1) a reactive group to target specific

functional groups or residues on peptides, (2) a balance group that

contains isotopes to ensure the same overall mass of the tag based

on the reporter group ion mass, and (3) a reporter group that con-

tains discrete isotopes for different channels that allows for relative

quantification between samples. Peptides of the same m/z values at

the MS1 level will appear as one composite peak, which upon frag-

mentation will produce peptide fragment ion peaks and reporter ion

peaks. Relative intensities of reporter ions are distinguished at small

m/z values to not interfere with peptide backbone fragment ions at

higher mass and allow for determination of relative quantitative infor-

mation. The peptide fragment ion peaks are utilized to resolve amino

acid sequences, which are then assigned to a protein identification

based on sequences. A typical workflow for isobaric labeling is illus-

trated in Figure 1. Isobaric tags allow for high multiplexing capabilities

that increase throughput and reproducibility due to pooling of samples

prior to running on LC-MS and decreasing variability with no increase

of spectral complexity [19]. We discuss notable examples of isobaric

tags in the following sections and summarize their key features in

Table 1.

2 TMT AND iTRAQ

The first example of an isobaric tag was proposed by Thompson et al.,

as Tandem Mass Tag (TMT) [20]. The concept of TMT was initially

designed as a duplex tag with fragmentation occurring at the pro-

line residue on the N-terminus. This paradigm allowed for subsequent

acquisition of peptide backbone and reporter ions via collision-induced

dissociation (CID) for relative quantification by labeling at free N-

termini of peptides along with ε-amino functions of lysine residues.

The 2-plex tag had two different generations with the major differ-

ence including a proline enhancement group in the second version but

maintaining the same reporter ion group and amine reactive group at

the C-terminus. The 2-plex was increased to a 6-plex by reducing the

size of the reporter ion to a dimethylpiperidine and balance group to

be more compact, while maintaining the same N-hydroxysuccinimide

(NHS) moiety as the reactive group [21]. The 6-plex also removed the

use of deuterium ions with 13C and 15N isotopes to remove the deu-

terium effect causing retention time shift. TMT was further extended

to a 10-plex system with NeuCode that took advantage of neutron

binding energy differences between C and N isotopes to create mass

shift differences of 6.3 mDa, which can be resolved at a resolution of

50kwith reportermasses ranging fromm/z126 to131 [22, 23], The10-

plex was also modified to accommodate electron-transfer dissociation

(ETD) via substitution of heavy carbons for heavy nitrogens. 11-plex is

currently the highest commercially available multiplexing capacity due
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F IGURE 1 Overview of Isobaric TagWorkflow. The standard protocol involves proteins that undergo reduction, alkylation, and digestion to
generate peptides. For the case of DiLeu 4-plex, up to four samples are labeled with different channels, and are combined at equal concentrations
prior to clean up steps. DiLeu-labeled samples are analyzed via LC-MS/MSwhere at theMS1 level, peptides from the pooled samples will appear as
a single composite peak, which after fragmentation will show distinct reporter ionmasses betweenm/z 114 and 118. The intensity of the reporter
ion will indicate the relative amount of peptide in themixture. All LC-MS/MS data will undergo further data processing for downstream analysis

TABLE 1 Advantages/disadvantages of isobaric tags comparison of major pros and cons with related references

Isobaric tag

Multiplexing

capacity ETD-compatible Reporter ion yield Deuterium Cost (channel) References

iTRAQ 2–8 plex ✓ ∼$120 [20–24]

TMT 2–11 plex

2–18 plex

(TMTpro)

✓ ∼$120 [17, 25–27, 29]

DiLeu 2–21 plex High (less ratio

compression)

✓ ∼$3 [30–35]

DiART 2–6 plex High (less ratio

compression)

✓ ∼$3 [38–40]

IBT 2–10 plex High (less ratio

compression)

∼$3 [41]

to synthetic capabilities and cost restrictions, but it would be possible

for 18-plex capabilities if every N and C in the structure are replaced

with isotopic variants.

Recently, a 16-plex proline-based tandem mass tag (TMTpro) was

established employing an isobutyl-proline as the reporter ion along

with two β-alanine residues on the extended balance group instead

of glycine-based tags [23]. NeuCode was incorporated into the struc-

ture’s initial nine tag channels to increase to a 16-plex with 6.3 mDa

differences and 1 Da differences between reporter ions. When com-

pared to the 10/11-plex, TMTpro had similar identification numbers

for total proteins and peptides with high labeling efficiency, but TMT-

pro required less time for MS3 ion injection times. At lower collisional

energies, TMT10/11-plex outperformed TMTpro with quantitative

accuracy, but at higher energies, TMTpro outperformed the former

[24]. Currently TMTpro has the capacity of an 18-plex with recent

developments.

Isobaric tag for absolute and relative quantification (iTRAQ) was

published not long after the first example of TMT with a 4-plex

tag design [19]. Similar to TMT, iTRAQ isobarically labels peptides

at N-termini and lysine side chains, with reporter ions being distin-

guishable after CID fragmentation at lowm/z values. iTRAQ retains the

same amine reactive NHS moiety as TMT but opts for a smaller car-

bonyl balance group ofm/z28 to 31 and aN-methylpiperazine reporter

ion group of m/z 114 to 117 for an overall total mass of 145. It also

does not utilize any deuterium ions on the structure but does place
18O on the balance group compared to TMT and TMTpro which only

utilizes 13C and 15N isotopes. Eventually iTRAQ was increased to an

8-plex system with reporter ion masses ranging from m/z 113 to 121
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F IGURE 2 Chemical Structures of iTRAQ, TMT, and TMTPro. Each
molecule consists of a reporter group, a mass balance group, and a
peptide-reactive group. iTRAQ contains a distribution of 13C, 15N, and
18O isotopes across the balance and reporter groups, while TMT and
TMTPro consist of 13C and 15N only. iTRAQ consists of a
N-methylpiperazine reporter group, TMTwith a dimethylpiperidine
reporter and TMTPro contains an isobutyl-proline reporter ion. Each
tag carries an NHS reactive group, while mass normalization groups
vary across each structure

[25]. Comparison later showed that lower identification numbers of

protein and peptides result from the 8-plex compared to the 4-plex

iTRAQ and the 6-plex TMT, which may be due to internal fragmen-

tation of the tag structure [26–28]. The findings of the initial study

were questioned by Pottiez et al. This study compared 8-plex iTRAQ

to the 4-plex iTRAQwith the 8-plex providing more accurate quantita-

tion compared to the 4-plex version [29]. All three of the tags (4-plex

iTRAQ, 6-plex TMT, and 8-plex iTRAQ) though had similar dynamic

ranges and precision with peptide-spectrum matches. Figure 2 illus-

trates the structures of iTRAQ, TMT 10/11-plex and TMTpro side by

side.

3 DiLeu

N,N-Dimethyl Leucine (DiLeu) is an isobaric tag developed by our lab as

an alternative to the commercially available TMT and iTRAQ reagents.

DiLeu was originally proposed as a 4-plex tag by Xiang et al., for MS2

isobaric labeling with reporter ions ranging fromm/z 115 to 118 and a

mass shift of 145 [30]. The structure consists of a dimethylated leucine

as the reporter group, a carbonyl balancing group and a triazine ester

amine reactive group at the C-terminus. One of the major differences

compared to other isobaric tags is the inclusion of a triazine ester for

the reactive group. DiLeu labeling has been reported to generate more

intense reporter ions in comparison to iTRAQ-labeled peptides due to

the dimethylated reporter ion structure. DiLeu can also achieve bet-

ter fragmentation of peptide backbones with reduced overall collision

energy compared to other tags. Other benefits of DiLeu compared to

TMT and iTRAQ include the lower cost to synthesize different chan-

nels, high yield percentage of tag over 80 to 90%, and do not require

custom reagents to synthesize, while still maintaining high labeling

efficiency and accurate quantification of proteins and peptides. A cur-

rent limitation to DiLeu tagging strategy has been the relatively lower

coverage due to sample loss from additional strong cation exchange

(SCX) cleanup step for the need to remove excess tagging reagents.

The leftover tagging reagents could also cause signal suppression of

lower abundance proteins and peptides. The multiplexing capability of

DiLeu was expanded upon via NeuCode to increase multiplexing from

4-plex to 12-plex with subtle mass differences of ∼6mDa between dif-

ferent reporter ions [31]. These differences could be distinguished at

baseline separation of resolving power (RP) 30K viaOrbitrapHCD tan-

dem MS, though the most accurate quantification occurred at RP of

60K and greater. Reducing themass differences to 3mDa viaNeuCode

and a stepwise mono-methylation increased the multiplexing capabili-

ties to a 21-plex system as shown in Figure 3 [32]. All 21 reporter ions

are resolvable at RP 60K (m/z 400) via HCD LC-MS/MS with reporter

ions ranging fromm/z 115 to 118. A key difference with 21-plex DiLeu

is the implementation of a stepwise N-monomethylation strategy to

protect leucine with benzyl chloroformate to allow derivatization of a

single N-methyl group, rather than reductive dimethylation which was

previously utilized. This strategy allows for incorporation of an odd

number of deuterium isotopes onto the reporter ion to develop new

channels. One feature of DiLeu tags is the incorporation of deuterium

ions that affect retention time of labeled peptides. DiLeu, however,

also takes advantage of placing deuterium proximal to the amines mit-

igating interactions with reversed-phase stationary phases during LC

separation.

DiLeu multiplexing has also increased with incorporation of a β-
Alanine group in the balance group and 1Da spacing between reporter

groups, which increased multiplexing to an 8-plex isobaric tag [33].

The 8-plex DiLeu varied from the 4-plex, 12-plex and 21-plex DiLeu

tags due to the NHS moiety being more stable with the DiLeuAlaOH

molecule [31, 34]. 8-plex DiLeu exhibits greater retention time shifts

from deuterium ions being placed on the balance group, in com-

parison to the more compact structures, but can be alleviated with

utilization of non-deuterated isotopologues of alanine [35]. DiAla and

DiVal have also been synthesized by our lab as a variation on the

dimethylated amino acid structure of DiLeu. We found that DiAla pro-

duced more abundant backbone peptide fragmentation allowing for

higher protein identification and quantification numbers but resulted
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F IGURE 3 Chemical Structure of DiLeu andMultiplexing Chart.
DiLeu isobaric tag structure withmultiplexing capability chart
illustrating the isotopic configurations across reporter ion and balance
groups for each channel along with reporter ionmasses

in lower reporter ion intensity compared to DiLeu [36, 37]. DiAla was

still able to produce accurate quantitative analysis of peptides and

complete labeling. The combinatorial usage of different demethylated

amino acid tags may offer enhanced quantitation accuracy and protein

identification coverage.

4 DiART AND IBT

Another alternative to commercially available isobaric tags is deu-

terium isobaric amine reactive tag (DiART) [38, 39]. DiART contains

an NHS amine reactive group similar to TMT and iTRAQ, a β-alanine
balancer, and aN,N-dimethyl leucine reporter group withm/z between

114 to 119 similar to DiLeu with the capability of 6-plex. DiART has

been compared to iTRAQ previously and reported to have a stronger

reporter ion that enhanced signal to noise ratio (S/N) along with less

ratio compression [40]. The isobaric tags (IBT) represent another alter-

native to other isobaric tags [41]. Structurally, IBT is similar to DiART,

although the β-Alanine balance group is replaced with alanine due

to lower costs of isotopically labeled alanine. It is structurally identi-

cal to DiLeu, though it does not incorporate 2H and 18O isotopes to

avoid deuterium chromatographic shifts. IBT also is activated in a dif-

ferent manner utilizing TSTU (1,1,3,3-tetramethyl-O-(N-succinimidyl)

uronium tetrafluoroborate) for an NHS amine reactivemoiety.

5 FACTORS/DISADVANTAGES

Isobaric tags offer many advantages compared to chemical isotopic

labeling and label-free quantification strategies through multiplexing,

which increases sample throughput, quantitative accuracy, and repro-

ducibility. Multiplexing also reduces run-to-run variability, instrument

time, and missing values, although there are some disadvantages that

must be considered. Ratio distortion is a common issue with isobaric

tags when peptides of similar mass co-isolate with each other in an

isolationwindow that then distort the reporter ion intensity in the cor-

responding MS2 spectra [17]. Several methods have been developed

with the intention ofmitigating or removing this distortion fromoccur-

ring including narrowing the precursor isolation window, addition of

a gas-phase reaction, delaying fragmentation at the apex of LC peaks,

MS3 fragmentation, and estimation of redundant MS2 spectra from

precursor ions [15–46].

Isotopic impurities cause contamination in reporter ion peaks due

to isotopes contributing to adjacent reporter ions. Correctionsmust be

made to account for this isotopic overlap to ensure accurate quantifica-

tion.We recommend readers to view a previously published procedure

that describes how to calculate peak areas that account for these

contributions via reagent purity values [47].

The accuracy of quantification can also be affected by a mass

detector’s saturation point [48, 49]. Reporter ion intensities have

upper intensity limits and intensities may be underestimated due to

saturation effects of the detector, which is instrument dependent.

Intensity can be influenced by increasing MS/MS acquisition while

diminishing the number of possible identifications and also by spiking

in samples of known concentration to confirm expected protein and

peptide ratios [50].

Another important concern is that variability can occur from batch

to batch in different isobaric tags. This was apparent when a large-

scale study was conducted on TMT isobaric labeling that identified

significant missing values of proteins across different batches of tags,
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influencing the high precision of quantitation [51]. Althoughnormaliza-

tion methods could mitigate batch-to-batch variations, it is important

to remember that variations could potentially occur from any isobaric

tag, whether commercial or synthesized by a laboratory in-house.

6 UNCONVENTIONAL LABELING METHODS

Besides the above-mentioned tags, there are other novel isobaric

tags that have been developed that could be called unconventional

compared to the standard ideology of reporter, balance, and amine

reactive groups. One such example is the combinatorial isobaric mass

tag (CMT) [52]. The concept of CMT is that every isobaric tag will pro-

duce two reporter ions from fragmentation that are independent from

one another withm/z values ranging from 126 to 128 and 172 to 175,

respectively. This tag has the capacity of a 28-plex utilizing mass shift

differences of ∼6 mDa, even though the published results showed a 6-

plex, perhaps due to a constraint of RPor due to the amount of time and

resources necessary to synthesize a set of 28-plex tags.

Another set of examples involves peptide backbone fragmentation,

where to circumvent the issue of reporter ion distortion, specific frag-

ment ions are employed from the backbone to mitigate this effect. The

first reported method was published in 2009 by Koehler et al., known

as isobaric peptide termini labeling (IPTL) [53]. Derivatization occurs

at lysine residues followed by succinylation with variants of succinic

anhydride,whichwill generatedifferent fragment ions that canbe com-

pared via b and y ion intensities from proteins and peptides. IPTL has

since been expanded to several new strategies [54–57]. Initial IPTL

strategies are limited compared to labeling reagents due to minimal

capacity to multiplex and complexity of MS2 spectra from multiplets

of fragment ions. Since the initial report, new methods have been

developed that increase multiplexing to a 7-plex system and minimize

spectral complexity via data software optimization [15, 42, 58–62].

Recent developments include chemical tagging strategy that will

contain complete peptide sequences coupled to the balance and

reporter ion groups referred to “peptide-coupled reporter-ion based

quantification.” Instead of producing the same set of reporter ions

for various peptides after fragmentation, reporter ions are peptide-

specific. The first example of this was complement TMT (TMTC) [15].

Designed as an alternative to replacing any MS3 scans or additional

purification steps, TMTC relatively quantifies differences in samples

from the complementary TMT fragment ion cluster rather than the

reporter ions of the samemasses. Thismethod is limited due to the iso-

topic envelope of reporter ions from a precursor isolation window of 2

Th, and overall efficiency due to peptide ion charge state and sequence.

To reduce these problems, a modified version was developed called

TMTC+ that reduces the isolation window down to 0.4 Th, which also

mitigates the long instrumental duty cycles from TMTC [42].

Another peptide-coupled reporter ion tag was developed in 2018

by Winter et al., called easily abstractable sulfoxide-based isobaric

(EASI) tag [63]. The tag design includes an NHS amine reactive group,

a balance group, and a neutral loss group that fragments at the sul-

foxide group to enhance dissociation efficiency. This combined with

an asymmetric isolation window to suppress adjacent peaks and lower

collision energy needed for fragmentation makes it an attractive

replacement for accurate and sensitive quantification as a 6-plex. Simi-

lar to EASI tag, the acetyl-alanine-glycine (Ac-AG) tagwas developed as

a new peptide-coupled reporter-ion-based tag with improvement via

ionization efficiency but is also versatile for DIA [64].

7 INCREASE IN MULTIPLEXING CAPABILITIES

Hybrid methods have been developed that combine MS1 and MS2

based quantification from isotopic mass differences and isobaric label-

ing to increase throughput andmultiplexing capabilities. The initial idea

of “hyperplexing” was developed by coupling 6-plex TMT with triplex

SILAC to achieve 18-plex quantification [65, 66]. A recentmethod com-

bined 16-plex TMTpro along with 3-plex mass tags for absolute and

relative quantification (mTRAQ) to achieve 48-plex capabilities for a

novel NHS-ester tandem labeling in a one-pot (NETLOP) workflow

[67]. A targeted proteomics approach has also been developed by com-

bining 3 distinct TMT reagents and 6-plex TMT tags with three mass

variation of targeted peptides to achieve 54-plex quantification [68].

Another technique made called combined precursor isotopic labeling

and isobaric tagging (cPILOT) combiningduplex stable isotopedimethyl

labeling and 6-plex TMT labeling permitting 12-plex quantification of

N-termini and lysine residues [69]. We developed a similar approach

known as DiLeu cPILOT combining stable isotope dimethyl labeling

with 12-plex DiLeu isobaric tags for 24-plex quantification utilizing a

synchronous precursor scan (SPS)-MS3 acquisition method [70]. For

more in-depth discussions of higher order multiplexing, we refer the

reader to an excellent review published elsewhere [71].

8 TARGETED ANALYSIS APPROACHES

Absolute quantification is generally accomplished with targeted mass

spectrometry with methods such as selected reaction monitoring

(SRM) and parallel reactionmonitoring (PRM) [72–75]. Thesemethods

combine stable-isotope encoded peptides standards that are spiked

in at known concentrations to determine absolute abundance of tar-

get peptides via signal intensity (AQUA) [76, 77]. A method known as

triggered by offset, multiplexed, accurate-mass, high-resolution, and

absolute quantification (TOMAHAQ) was developed with synthetic

trigger peptides being utilized as an offset mass to trigger quantifi-

cation [78]. These methods do depend on single point calibration,

however, increasing the degree of potential inaccuracy due to thewide

quantitative span of peptides across orders of magnitude and rely on

expensive isotopically encoded peptide standards and isotopic label-

ing reagents. Recently our lab has developed a strategy similar to

TOMAHAQ called hybrid offset-triggered multiplex absolute quantifi-

cation (HOTMAQ) strategy that combined isobaric 12-plex DiLeu tags

with 5-plex isotopic DiLeu (iDiLeu) tags that utilize 3 Da mass differ-

ences between channels to enable accurate absolute quantification or

targeted peptides in higher throughput [79, 80].
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9 IMPROVEMENTS FOR IDENTIFICATION OF
LOWER ABUNDANCE SPECIES

Efforts have been made to improve on identification of lower abun-

dance peptides and proteins. Due to poor MS signal intensity and the

suppression fromhigher abundant species, a recent influxof newmeth-

ods has been developed to mitigate these effects [81–83]. Several of

these techniques utilize match between runs (MBR) to align retention

timemeasurements of lower abundant peptides to their corresponding

m/z to a library or reference run to yield new identification. A recent

method called BoxCar combines MBR with a new acquisition method

to boost the precursor MS1 signal with a library to identify over 10

000+ proteins in a 100 min gradient LC-MS/MS analysis [84]. One

strategy that has caught the attention of the field is boosting to amplify

signal with isobaric labeling (BASIL) [85]. This approachworks by using

isobaric tags with one of the channels being significantly higher in

sample amount compared to other channels. This strategy enhances

detectability of precursor signal intensities of peptides and identifia-

bility from fragment spectra. The workflow for BASIL is illustrated in

Figure 4.

10 POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATION
(PTM) SPECIFIC TAGS

Isobaric tagging has been widely utilized in PTM quantitative anal-

ysis. For example, phosphoproteomics coupled with high-specificity

enrichments has been shown to be a well-studied PTM with the use

of isobaric tags [86]. In our lab, we have also developed a strategy to

utilize boosting channels in 12-plex DiLeu to enhance the analysis of

intact glycoproteomics (under review). Besides isobaric tags target-

ing amine groups, other tags have been developed that are specifically

designed to target sub-classes of proteins andpeptides. Initial concepts

began with targeting cysteine residues with the cleavable isobaric

labeled affinity tag (CILAT) [87]. CILAT takes advantage of an isobaric

tag structure with affinity enrichment that utilizes a biotin affinity

tag and acid-labile linker. Another tag that targets cysteine residues

is called cysteine TMT (cysTMT) [88, 89]. cysTMT was designed to

be an alternative N-[6-(biotinamido)hexyl]-3’-(2’-pyridyldithio) propi-

onamide (biotin-HPDP) to detect S-nitrosylation with a similar Cys

reactive group, a smaller balance group and a mass reporter. Subse-

quent development of iodoacetyl TMT (iodoTMT) has since replaced

cysTMT with the principle remaining constant of quantifying protein

S-nitrosylation [90]. Compared to cysTMT, iodoTMT irreversibly labels

Cys thiols that improves overall labeling efficiency.

Several tags have been developed to detect carbonyl groups for the

purpose of quantification. The first of these tags developed was the

carbonyl-reactive tandemmass tag (glycoTMT)with a broader applica-

tionof the tagbeing appliedwith aminoxy-reactiveTMT (aminoxyTMT)

[91, 92]. Another tag known as quaternary amine containing isobaric

tag for glycan (QUANTITY) was developed for quantification of N-

glycosylation [93]. Isobaric aldehyde reactive tag (iART) was created

by Yang et al., as another alternative for glycan analysis [94]. Further

F IGURE 4 Illustration of BASIL Strategy. Adapted from Yi. L et al.,
(2019) with permission. (A) Study samples are labeled with a smaller
amount of TMT tag, while the boosting sample is labeled with a larger
amount of TMT tag. (B) Peptides will appear as a single composite peak
at theMS1 level as a sum of all intensities from the study and boosting
samples. (C) TandemMS fragmentation of peptide backbones reveal
the intensities of the TMT reporter ions along with quantification of
the study samples

development led to isobaric tag for absolute and relative quantifica-

tion hydrazide (iTRAQH) [95]. Our lab has developed an alternative for

analysis of carbonyl groups with isobaric multiplex labeling reagents

for carbonyl-containing compound (SUGAR) tags [96]. SUGAR features

efficient multistep synthesis at a lower cost with high labeling effi-

ciency of N-glycans. Recently our lab developed the first isobaric tag

aimed to quantify O-glycans in the form of 4-plex dimethyl leucine

containing pyrazolone analogue (DiLeuPMP) [97].

11 APPLICATIONS OF ISOBARIC TAGS

11.1 Biomarker discovery

Quantitative proteomics has been combined in several facets to

biomarker discovery in a variety of different diseases [98, 99]. One

example used iTRAQ 8-plex tags to label serum protein digests and

identify biomarkers for acute myocardial infarction [100]. iTRAQ 8-

plex was also utilized to quantify targets for breast cancer from tissue
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samples [101]. Several examples have been used to identify cancer

related targets including biomarkers for tumor metastasis and dysreg-

ulated proteins found in leukemic stem cells [102–104]. TMT has also

been integrated into biomarker discovery by Tokuoka et al., to discover

lipidbiomarker candidates related toAlzheimer’s disease [105]. Apoint

of emphasis in biomarker studies to consider is potential variancewhen

it comes to the type of sample being utilized and the type of quantifi-

cation with tags. Isobaric tags can heavily underestimate fold changes

of different disease states and, given that biomarkers need exten-

sive orthogonal methods for verification and validation, this can be

detrimental for potential false positives and negatives. Several strate-

gies we have mentioned previously can be implemented to mitigate

these effects. It is necessary, however, to have targeted approaches

and absolute quantification methods for validation and verification of

biomarkers.

11.2 Study of neuropeptides and isobaric tags

Neuropeptides comprise a large class of signaling molecules with

prominent roles in various body functions including growth and

metabolism [106]. Neuropeptides are very challenging to analyze due

to their variety in functions, sequences, and sizes [107–110]. They are

also difficult to analyze due to their trace level in vivo. Several examples

show it is possible to quantify neuropeptides at the MS1 level, how-

ever it is necessary to have MS2 quantification strategies to mitigate

the spectral complexity at the precursor level [111–114]. In one exam-

ple, we quantified neuropeptides impacted from the gut microbiome

with label-free quantification and 10-plex DiLeu isobaric tags with

282 labeled species exhibiting changes in regulation [114]. Another

work performed relative quantification of neuropeptides from Amer-

ican lobsters using 4-plex isobaric DiLeu tags at different stages of

lobster brain development [115]. Most recently Sauer & Li performed

relative quantification of neuropeptides in response to copper toxicity

with 4-plex DiLeu tags [116].

11.3 Isobaric tags and metabolomics

Metabolomics is a rapidly growing field of research in omics-based

studies. Metabolites are small molecules that are either intermedi-

ates or products ofmetabolic processeswith typicalmolecularweights

lower than 2000 Da. Challenges of metabolomics include the wide

range of biological variance inmetabolite levels and the structural vari-

ety of metabolite molecules that prevents the existence of a universal

analysis method. Furthermore, some metabolites are very labile and

may degrade quickly, thus making their analyses more difficult [117].

Typically,metabolomics canbe studied in a targetedmannerwithMRM

via tandemMS for an increase of sensitivity and selectivity of metabo-

lites for absolute quantification, or from an untargeted approach for

global detection of metabolites via relative quantification [118]. Sev-

eral examples show absolute and relative quantification ofmetabolites

utilizing isobaric tags [118–121]. A study by Hao et al., featured the

first useofmassdefectDiLeu (mdDiLeu) tags to studymetabolites from

pancreatic cancer cells [121]. The 12-plexDiLeu tagswere also utilized

to quantify urinary metabolites [122]. Furthermore, a software tool

called Metandem has been developed to facilitate MS-based isobaric

labelingmetabolomics [123].

11.4 Thermal proteome profiling with isobaric
tags

Drug-targeting methods to understand protein-ligand interactions are

becoming increasingly popular. Targeted approaches have proteins or

peptides that are either activated or inhibited from chemical processes

to measure different activities of large arrays of proteins at once. This

is different compared to typical phenotypic approaches that rely on

observable traits [124–126]. Approaches range from affinity purifi-

cation, activity profiling, protein painting, studying of stabilities and

enrichment strategies. [125–128]. Many of these approaches are lim-

ited due to requiring chemical modifications and are limited to cell

extracts, making them impractical for in vivo studies.

One approach that would not require chemical modifications is

based on ligand binding. An increasingly popular method based on bio-

physical alterations to study protein abundance changes within recent

years is from the cellular thermal shift assay (CETSA) [129], based on

the principle that ligand binding will affect protein thermal stability.

This method treats cells either with a control or drug of interest and

perturbs themwith subtle temperature differences via a thermal cycler

to influence conformational state changes of protein-ligand complexes.

A thermal shift curve can then be built to distinguish differences in

regulation of proteins based on drug-ligand interactions.

TPP is based off CETSA where cells are treated either in vivo

or extracted with subsequent heat perturbation and then labeled

with isobaric tags for multiplexed quantitative mass spectrometry as

illustrated in Figure 5 [130] Thermal shift curves are created from

normalization of reporter ion intensities and complex programming

to determine protein regulation differences. This method offers an

unbiased approach towards studying drug target interactions in a high-

throughput manner. Nonetheless, it suffers from limited information

related to the binding site.

Since TPP’s inception, there have been several new methods devel-

oped to improve and expand its applicability [131]. TPP has been

expanded to monitor membrane proteins, phosphorylated proteins

and peptides via phosphoproteomics combined with TPP (phospho-

TPP), bacteria, plants, plasmodium, yeast, viruses, tissue samples, and

plasmamembrane proteins [132–145]. Other protocol-basedmethods

include a two-dimensional approach that studies protein abundance

and regulation changes simultaneously, a proteome integral solubility

alteration (PISA) to increase throughput and reduction in data analy-

sis, and utilization of a vacuum manifold to increase throughput [146,

147]. Data analysis approaches have been developed as well includ-

ing nonparametric analysis of response curves procedure (NPARC) and

detection of ligand-protein interactions from thermal profiles (DLPTP)

[148, 149].
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F IGURE 5 Thermal Proteome ProfilingWorkflow. Cells are snap frozen via liquid nitrogen for cell extraction, followed by ultra-centrifugation.
The supernatant is then subjected to treatment either with a control or drug with further exposure via a thermal cycler at varying temperatures.
The heated samples are ultracentrifuged again with enzymatic digestion of the supernatant. Once peptides are formed, they are labeled with
isobaric tags and combined at equal concentrations prior to cleanup steps and LC-MS/MS analysis

11.5 Cross-linking approaches

Cross-linking mass spectrometry (XL-MS) is a powerful tool to

provide spatial details about proteins and protein-protein interac-

tion information complementary to current predominant techniques

for protein structure determination, such as X-ray crystallography.

The advantages to this method include a requirement of small

sample sizes, application to highly complex samples, and provid-

ing data on dynamic conformations and transient states in the

solution [150].

The concept of quantitative cross-linking with mass spectrometry

(qXL-MS) has emerged recently enabling the assessment of changes

in proteins under different conditions. As in other quantitative pro-

teomics studies, the application of isobaric labeling would be a major

player in permitting large-scale comparative analyses. An analytical

platform proposed by Yu et al., involved an MS-cleavable crosslinker

DSSO and labeled cross-linked peptides after enzymatic digestion

[151]. In the MS2 scan, S-C bonds in DSSO crosslinker were cleaved

preferentially byCID togenerate single peptide chains that still contain

TMT tags. The peptide sequencing and quantification were then done
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F IGURE 6 Single cell quantitative proteomics workflow via isobaric tagging. Adapted from Petelski A. et al., (2021) with permission. Individual
cells are isolated from single-cell suspensions, which are then lysed into proteins, digested into peptide chains, and labeled with isobaric tags for
LC-MS/MS analysis with subsequent data processing

at the MS3 level. The coupling of cleavable crosslinker and isobaric

labeling not only facilitates the identification of cross-linked peptides

but also enables comparative analysis. An accurate quantitative result

has been achieved to demonstrate the compatibility of isobaric label-

ing in cross-linking. However, despite the use of TMT tags, only binary

comparison has been conducted in this study where the advantage of

themultiplexed capacity of isobaric tags was not presented.

Recently, a novel crosslinker has been introduced called isobaric

quantitative protein interaction reporter (iqPIR), where stable iso-

topes were incorporated in different regions of crosslinker structures,

eliminating the need for additional isobaric tagging [152]. Upon frag-

mentation, reporter ions were generated at the MS2 level with high

sensitivity along with complementary fragment ions to provide addi-

tional quantitative information. This approach allows samples to be

pooled once crosslinking has been done, thereforeminimizing the vari-

ations which might be introduced during sample preparation.With the

design using amino acids as building blocks, iqPIR can offer a higher

multiplexing capacity, and has been extended to 6-plex iqPIR recently.

11.6 Single-cell analysis

The study of single cells enabling elucidation of many fundamental cel-

lular processes and investigation of biological systems with single-cell

resolution offers tremendous value in biomedical research [153]. MS

methods capable of analyzing thousands of proteins in a single experi-

ment provide a promising tool towards this goal. However, despite the

high sensitivity of MS, the losses arising from sample preparation and

delivery of proteins to MS analyzers confined their development of

single-cell analysis [154]. Recently, advances in many aspects of work-

flows have favored analysis of small samples and made the profiling of

considerable number of proteins froma singlemammalian cell possible.

Among those advances, isobaric labeling is oneof the innovative strate-

gies to alleviate several common difficulties in the single-cell analysis

field [155].

The first application of isobaric labeling to mammalian single-cell

analysis was published in 2018 [156]. Single Cell ProtEomics by Mass

Spectrometry (SCoPE-MS) strategy labeled single-cell samples with

distinct channels of TMT reagents and pooled them with carrier chan-

nels which labeled 200 cells with one of isobaric channels. As shown

in Figure 6, the key feature of a second-generation method (ScoPE2)

is the isobaric carrier concept where different channels of TMT tags

are employed to label proteins from a carrier sample, a reference sam-

ple, and single cells, with defined ratios [157]. For example, sample

losses occurring throughout sample preparation due to nonspecific

absorption over large surfaces have been reported to have a substan-

tial impact on small samples, while the introduction of carrier samples

significantly disperse the surface adhesion from single-cell samples.

Moreover, the signals of peptides that might fall below the detection

limits would be detected with the enhancement from carrier samples

and thus triggerMS2 fragmentation for sequencing peptides.

This strategy has been further improvedbyTsai et al., to achieve reli-

able and precise quantitation and optimal experimental conditions by

evaluating different carrier-to-sample ratios and MS acquisition set-

tings, suchas automatic gain control (AGC) and injection time (IT) [158].

However, there are some potential pitfalls for using isobaric labeling

in single-cell analysis. According to the previous reports, experimental

designs need to be carefully optimized for each instrument and sample

type to achieve reliable quantification andmaximumprotein identifica-

tion. Since additional fractionations andMS3 are not favorable to small

samples, ratio compression presents amore serious problem for single-

cell analysis thanbulkproteomics leading to skewedmeasurement. The

choices of carrier samples that determine the sets of peptides to be

enhanced and detected are also crucial for gettingmeaningful results.

11.7 DIA

DIA features higher reproducibility, fewer missing values, and better

quantitative comparisons between runs compared to DDA [159]. The

execution of fragmentation is not based on signals in MS1 scan, so

DIA is more likely to detect proteins in low abundance. To achieve

higher sample throughput, the applicability of isobaric labeling has

been studied. Since DIA co-isolates multiple precursor ions in a wider
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F IGURE 7 mdDiLeuDIAWorkflow. Adapted from Zhong X. et al, (2020) with permission. Either cerebral spinal fluid or samples were labeled
withmdDiLeu tags, with LC-MS/MS analysis using am/z 27 scan range for DIA isolation windows. These were analyzed using HCD tandemMS
with further data processing to illustrate the different b and y ions for differentially labeled samples

m/z window for MS2 fragmentation, all reporter ions from different

precursor ions will be present in the same spectrum, meaning that

those reporter ions no longer represent the abundance of specific pep-

tides. Therefore, the unconventional mass tags that use NeuCode or

produce complementary reporter ions are often employed for DIA

analysis.Wedemonstrated a strategy usingmdDiLeu to analyze human

cerebrospinal fluid for biomarker discovery using DIA mode [160]. As

shown in Figure 7, to ensure the labeled analytes to be isolated in

the same DIA window and minimize MS1 spectral complexity, milli-

dalton differences between channels were introduced to analytes, by

which precursor ions remained to exhibit single ion peaks using a lower

RP in the MS1 scan. Upon HCD fragmentation, multiplets of b- and

y-ions would be generated and detected under a higher RP for multi-

plexedquantification. Thismethod showedahigher reproducibility and

more quantifiable proteins compared to DDA while maintaining high

quantitative accuracy.

The use of complementary reporter ions in DIA mode has been

proposed to circumvent ratio distortion resulting from co-isolation

[18]. Although this method seems compatible with DIA mode, addi-

tional fragments originating from tag labeling further complicate DIA

MS2 spectra which are already convoluted. The interpretation of

spectra will become more challenging. On top of that, compared to

high-throughput methods without labeling empowered by simplifying

sample complexities or comprehensive spectral libraries, the elevated

spectral complexities and the requirement of ultra-high RPs, which

increases instrument cycle time, hinder the widespread use of isobaric

labelingmethods coupled with DIA [161, 162].

11.8 Top-down proteomics

In contrast tobottom-upproteomics, top-downmethods analyze intact

proteins without using proteolytic digestion. This strategy preserves

protein modifications to a higher extent and characterizes proteo-

forms that might be unexpected or not detectable using bottom-up

approaches.Owing to the nature of intact proteins, the development of

chemical labeling encounters many challenges, including protein pre-

cipitation, incomplete labeling, and inherently lower signal-to-noise

ratio [163]. Indeed, the earliest report of isobaric labeling of intact

proteins from 2007 described the derivatization of standard proteins

using iTRAQ, followed by gel electrophoresis separation and in-gel

tryptic digestion before MS analysis [164]. A later report took a simi-

lar approachusing serum frompatientswho later developedpancreatic

ductal adenocarcinoma. Following immunodepletion, serum proteins

were labeled with 6-plex TMT, separated using gel electrophoresis,

then enzymatically digested [165].

Further pilot studies have demonstrated proof-of-principle for

labeling-based top-down proteomics (without subsequent enzymatic
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digestion) using TMT reagents, albeit partially suffering from the pre-

viously mentioned limitations [166, 167]. IodoTMT reagents were

applied to complex samples by Winkels et al. [168]. The use of

thiol-reactive TMT instead of amine-reactive reagents, which is more

sensitive to aqueous solutions, allowed a lower amount of organic sol-

vent for labeling conditions, so that the depletion of larger proteins

was not necessary to avoid protein precipitation. IodoTMT showed

quantitative derivatization and accurate quantification in a6-plex anal-

ysis. This workflow performed isobaric labeling right after protein

reduction, which minimized the variation between samples intro-

duced during sample preparation. Although thismethodwas restricted

to cysteine-containing proteoforms, simple and flexible experimen-

tal designs showed promising applicability for multiplexed top-down

proteomics.

12 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Relative quantitation via isobaric labeling is a powerful technique

for quantitative proteomics studies because of the higher throughput

and reproducibility fromhighmultiplexing capabilitieswhilemitigating

variation from run to run. In this review,we have discussed a number of

isobaric tagging reagents and theirmultiplexing and quantitation capa-

bilities. We further explored a plethora of applications that isobaric

tags can be applied to along with different molecules that can be stud-

ied. In recent years, the number of applications of isobaric labeling in

MS-based studies has skyrocketed. In parallel, the number of publica-

tions describing new labeling reagents and strategies, even beyond just

proteomics, has also increased.

Based on recent trends in the field, we speculate that isobaric tag-

ging technology will continue to grow with increasing multiplexing

capabilities. The commercial TMTpro 16-plex reagent set is currently

available, though recent reports have described multiplexing from

21-plex up to 48-plex [32]. One limitation to increasing multiplexing

capability is the necessity of higher MS2 resolution for ensuring quan-

titative accuracy, which could result in lower identification rates due

to increased duty cycle. This limitation can be overcome with improv-

ing scanning speeds in newer high-resolution instruments. For further

increases to multiplexing, development of complementary ion tag-

ging strategies will provide promising routes to higher sensitivity and

numbers of quantified proteins in complex samples.

Concerning future isobaric labeling applications, we speculate that

as single-cell analyses become more widespread, so will isobaric

labeling in these analyses. The advantages of sample pooling frommul-

tiplexing make quantitative comparisons between single cells more

accessible [169, 170]. In studies of cancer for example, quantitative

interrogation of cell-to-cell heterogeneity using isobaric labeling can

elucidate changes that are masked when performing analyses from

homogenized, bulk samples.

Quantitative proteomic information derived from studies using iso-

baric labeling have proven useful in guiding more targeted studies

toward protein functions and disease pathologies. Given that tech-

nologies and strategies for isobaric labeling continue to evolve, it is

certain that isobaric labeling will continue to remain at the forefront

of quantitative proteomics.
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